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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (52)

Dear Ciro,
First of all, I would like to congratulate and thank you for your new
book "The Reading of the Natal Chart". I would have loved to join you
at the Meeting in Sant' Agata Dei Due Golfi, but these days have been
very busy for me.Hope you had a good time there!
I have a question related to my new LR on 21st of June. There is a
Mars in the 1st house and the ALR (Moon at 20 degrees and 13' in
Cancer) is in the 12th house of my natal chart.
This same day, 21st, I intend to participate to an important music contest
in another city. The chart will be created exactly during the contest.There
will also be a very tiring travel to and from that city.Could the negative
aspect be constellated only with the tiring travel or I might also face rejection
at the contest? It is in fact a preselection for the main contest.
A potential rejection could turn bad for me,as the contest will be
shown on TV.
Thank you for your advice and Greetings to Daniela!
Warm wishes, Georgiana

Dear Georgiana,
the only astrological forecasts that I don't do are those on the results
of the examinations of every kind (university examinations, competed to
get a desk or a place in parliament or a place of concert player as in your
case, "examinations" in the sense of sentences of court, etc.).
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If we had the birth data of 10 subjects who want become the mayor
of the city, then I would try there, but in all the other cases, not knowing
the Natal Charts of all the competitors, I would abstain from me making
forecasts.
Nevertheless, as you say, these bad positions can also refer to the
tiredness of the trip and to the stress. You, however, parts from a good
Aimed Solar Return, if I remember well, and if there are good values of
second House, these they are excellent for a job of concert player in
television.
Many wishes to you also from Daniela that greets you.

Thank you a lot,dear Ciro, for your answers!
As you know, I spent my last ASR in Vilhelmina, Sweden.Therefore I
have an underlined 2nd house for the SR with 3 celestials in 2nd (Sun,
Mercury and Pluto).
Do you think I would stand a fair chance to get a job in the music
industry or at least to make a good impression with these celestials? In
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one of your books, you say that one could place a 12th house AS for the
Lunar Return if he/she wants to enhance, let's say, a 5th house with a
Jupiter + Venus.
This, ONLY if the ASR for that year is good. My MC, for the next
LR would have a Venus conjunction (Venus +Jupiter in 9th) and Sun in
the 10th.I am courious how this influence might reflect itself.
Also, was thinking to enhance my love life for the LR starting
on 18th July.
In Bucharest,both Venus and Jupiter are in 6th. I have 2 possibilities:
place them (or at least one) in the 5th or in the 7th. If I would place them
in the 7th, there would be 3 celestials in the 8th.
What about this? Does it work the same as the previous exemple with
the 12th house?
Thank you so much!
Georgiana

Dear Georgiana,
yes, with these positions I think that you have good possibilities for a
job with the music or with the TV, even if in the ALR falls a bad position.
For the your next ALR of July, I would move me for a short distance
and I would put Jupiter in the 5^ House and Venus on the 5^/6 ^ House's
cusp. Best Regards.
P.S. Please - for All: write always your birth data and where you spent
your birthday the last year.
Thank you.
***

Hi Ciro!
I am living in the town where I was born... Vicksburg Mississippi
USA; birthdate December 10, 1976; birth time 12:05 pm.
I have always felt I was born in a place where I don't resonate and am
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considering moving to Denver, Colorado later this year. I've lived in various
cities and was happier and moved back to my hometown during a series
of unfortunate events around 6 years ago (death of both parents, divorce,
loss of pet & inheritance).
Thank you for your suggestions regarding if Denver will be a location
supportive of my goals for personal, financial and romantic fulfillment
and happiness.
Also if there is an astrological reason why my hometown has always
been a place of struggle for me I am intrigued to know. Thank you!
Jere'

Welcome Jere' from Mississippi!
In your place of birth the tight conjunction of Mars-Neptune to the
Mid Heaven brings to you struggles and also fears, together with a wish
of "to fight with the dagger in mouth!".
If you will go to live to Denver, Colorado, won't change almost anything
because the distance is small and the conjunction Mars-Neptune will stay
near to the MC.
You could have instead a marvelous relocation to San Francisco with
Venus glued to the Ascendant and Jupiter very near to the Imum Coeli!
Look at the charts.
Best wishes.

Natal Chart Of Jere'
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Relocation Of Jere' For Denver Colorado

Relocation Of Jere' For San Francisco

***

Dear Sir,
i've read some of your books and im trying to follow your
recomendations and i can say that them is true miraclle, but im not
proffesional, so i need Your help if its possible. Ill try to explain
the situation.
I have a newborn girl 2012 04 26 02.34, Panevezys, Lithuania.
Now she is absolutely healthy, but ive looked at her 2013 solar return
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and at my oppinion its absolutely tragic.
Now im very scared and i dont know what to do. I know that You
think, that to go somwhere is possible, but in our country situation is so
bad, that to go abroad is not very possible for me and a baby, but can go
to countries near Lithuania, such as Polland, Latvia or Estonia. Ive tried
to look by myself, but i dont find a place, wich can relocate birthday
good enough.
So i need Your help very much. I want to ask if my doughters 2013
solar return really dangerous and can mean her death or serious health
problems and if so, where we can go to change it?
Zoe from Lithuania

Dear Zoe,
I believe that your fears in relationship to your daughter are excessive.
You, having read perhaps some books of mine, fear a lot the stellium in
11 ^ House, but as I have written a lot of times it doesn't exist motive to
fear this stellium: if it concerns ours hypothetical death, we cannot do
anything to avoid it and equally we cannot avoid possible mournings.
Different it is the discourse on the danger of death: if the child is ill the
perspective changes.
The discourse is complicated because you, for objective reasons,
cannot move yourselves a lot, but spherical trigonometry doesn't know
the economic laws.
Then I propose you two solutions. If your daughter will spend her
next birthday to Minsk, we will leave only Venus and Jupiter in 12^ House
that are very protective for the health and - however - we will have to
accept an Ascendant in the 6^ radix House.
If you can move towards a little more distant location, but always
inside a very economic trip, I propose you Adana, in Turkey, where
we remove both Saturn from the 6^ House that the Ascendant from
the 6^ House.
Many wishes.
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ASR 2013 For Panevezys Lithuania For Zoe's Daughter.

Minsk.

ASR 2013 For Adana Turkey For Zoe's Daughter
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